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HOLOCOM
®
 ANNOUNCES HIGH CAPACITY RACEWAY  

FOR SIPRNET  
 

(SAN DIEGO - November 9, 2010)  Holocom, the leader in protective distribution 

systems (PDS) for SIPRNet and other classified networks, announced its newest PDS 

product—Secure Large Carrier™. Secure Large Carrier™ is a two-piece, large caliber 

raceway offering customers more than seven times the cable capacity of industry 

standard Holocom 2″ x 2″ Secure Raceway.  

 

Secure Large Carrier™ is constructed of powder-coated, galvanized steel and holds up 

to 200 CAT 6 cables, making it the perfect backbone carrier for home run cable design 

systems. Secure Large Carrier™ incorporates the same patented locking technology as 

Holocom 2″ x 2″ Secure Raceway allowing reentry into the system for moves, adds, and 

changes as well as true visual inspection of cabling and connections.  

 

“As SIPRNet use continues to expand, Holocom looks for ways to reduce the cost 

associated with its implementation,” said John Burns, Holocom CEO. “By adding this 

large size option to our suite of cable carriers, customers can now match their cable 

count requirement to the most efficient carrier. Also, like all Holocom products, Secure 

Large Carrier™ was designed from an installer’s perspective. There are fewer 

components and no exposed mounting brackets or screws. This reduces installation time 

and cost and improves security for SIPRNet.” 

 

Secure Large Carrier™ integrates with Holocom’s two other cable carriers, 2″ x 2″ 

Secure Raceway and Secure Mini Dukt™.  Secure Large Carrier™ measures 6″ x 3.5″ 

and is supplied in five-foot sections in a 20-foot kit.  

 

To learn more about the individual components in the Secure Large Carrier™ product 

suite, visit http://holocom.com/products/SecureLargeCarrier1of2.html. 
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About Holocom
®

 
 

Holocom
®
 is the leading manufacturer of protective distribution systems (PDS) for 

SIPRNet and other networks transmitting highly sensitive data. The patented Holocom 

PDS provides a complete, end-to-end solution including services tailored to meet 

individual customer requirements. Holocom owns an IP portfolio protecting its secure 

enclosure systems which in turn protect mission-critical networks for all branches of the 

military, federal agencies and private networks across the globe. Holocom is 

headquartered in San Diego, CA with additional offices in Anaheim, CA, Colorado 

Springs, CO and the Washington D.C. area. 

 

Holocom, Inc. is jointly owned by Scripps Ventures, Inc. and Patriot Scientific 

Corporation.  

 

For more information, visit www.holocom.com or call 888-HOLOCOM. 

 

 

About Patriot Scientific Corporation 

 
Headquartered in Carlsbad, California, Patriot Scientific Corporation provides data sharing 

and secure data solutions for a connected world. Patriot Scientific addresses the expanding 

market opportunities in the healthcare, justice and public safety industries through its wholly 

owned subsidiary Patriot Data Solutions Group, Inc. These growth activities are funded with 

revenues generated, in a large part, from the Moore Microprocessor Patent(TM) Portfolio 

licensing partnership with The TPL Group. Patriot Scientific's integrated core intelligence 

solution addresses the critical data/information sharing needs of the healthcare industry, the 

Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Justice, and federal, state, and local 

public safety and law enforcement agencies. For more information on Patriot Scientific 

Corporation, visit: www.ptsc.com. 

 
#    #    # 

 
Safe Harbor statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: Statements 

in this information contain statements forward looking in time which involve risks and 

uncertainties, including the risks associated with the effect of changing economic conditions, 

trends in the products markets, variations in the company's cash flow, market acceptance risks, 

technical development risks, seasonality and other risk factors detailed in the company's 

Securities and Exchange Commission filings. 
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